
NOTES 95

duced by a translator. In place of the ' heathen' mentioned by the
Psalmist we have the ' powers' of evil. But the allusion to the Psalm
disappears altogether in the Greek: it is therefore hard to believe that
the Greek is not the translation and the Syriac the original.

2. ON TWO E A R L Y IRISH HYMNS.

THE Irish Liber Hymnorum, so admirably edited for the Henry
Bradshaw Society by Dr. J. H. Bernard and Dr. R. Atkinson, is a
collection of hymns and prayers in Latin and Irish which were used in
the early Celtic Church. The editors have pointed out that in two at
least of these hymns, the Audite omnes of St. Sechnall and the Altus
Prositor of St. Columba, the Biblical allusions go back to Old Latin
texts and not to the Vulgate. This circumstance, of course, is a strong
argument in favour of the antiquity of these two hymns, as it is a
feature which writers of the eighth and succeeding centuries would have
been quite unable to produce. By accident some of the clearest
indications of Old Latin influence have been left unnoticed by the
editors ; in view, therefore, of the general interest which attaches to all
the earliest surviving monuments of Christianity in these islands it may
be well to bring the evidence forward.

1. The hymn of which the first line is

Altus Prosilor uetustus Dierum et ingenilus

describes in 11. 110-115 the Last Judgement, in words derived from
Ezek. xxxvii. In 11. 111-113 we read

Erumpent munitissima Claustra acpoliandria
Mundipresentis t frigora t Hominum liquescentia
Undique conglobantibus Ad compagines ossibus.

The editors (vol. ii p. 145) very truly remark that the use of compago
instead of iunctura indicates the use of the Old Latin rather than the
Vulgate. But the use of poliandrium 'a cemetery' in this passage is
surely derived from the LXX, for the valley of ' Hamon-Gog' in Ezek.
xxxix 11 ff, where the bones of Israel's enemies are to be collected, is
called in the Greek ri> irokvav&piov TOV Ti>y. But this is lost in the Latin
Vulgate, which has multitudo and Amona. The word polyandrium

.appears in the quotations from Ambrose and Jerome given by Sabatier.
2. The hymn of St. Secundinus, whose Irish name was Sechnall, is

.an unrhymed Latin acrostic poem in praise of St. Patrick. The absence
of rhyme is in itself an indication of antiquity. The editors also point
out that 1. 8

unde et in caelis patrem ?nagnificant dominum

contains a reference to Matt, v 16 with the reading magnificent instead
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of glorificent. Magnificent is the reading of Wordsworth's E and R, and
also of the Old Latin MSS a b g hq (r2)—i. e. it is the reading of the
European group.

Other noteworthy points of contact in this hymn with Old Latin
readings are:—

1. 12 inferni (for 'inferi' Matt, xvi 18): many MSS, including
BELQRX*Z afff [non liquet r]

1. 18 cum usuris (for 'cum usura' Matt, xxv 27): E Q r , / ^ h
[om. R r]

1. 45 maximus (for 'magnus' Matt, v 19) : R CypV2 Hier Viet.-Tun
[om. D r2]

1. 66 uestimento nuptiali (for 'ueste nuptiali' Matt, xxii 11, 12): a e
and apparently the ancestor of rv which has ' uestimentum ueste
nuptiale.'

The distribution of documents practically speaks for itself. But the
reading maximus in 1. 45 is of curious interest, as there is early evidence
that it excited surprise when the Vulgate reading had become alone
familiar. According to the Irish story, translated in Liber Hyvmorum
ii 4 f, the Audite omnes was the first hymn made in Ireland, and the
occasion of it was when St. Sechnall and St. Patrick had made up a
quarrel. 'Now when Sechnall had finished making this eulogy, he
went to show it to Patrick, to whom he said, " I have made a eulogy
for a certain son of life, and I should like thee to hear it." "My
welcome to a eulogy of any of the household of God," said Patrick.
But Sechnall began his hymn at Beata Christi, that Patrick should not
hear for whom it was made till the whole should have been recited.
However, when Sechnall uttered Maximus in regno caelorum, Patrick
said, "How could homo be maximus in caelo?" Sechnall said "Pro
positiuo positus est hlc superlatiuus." \ This little story clearly shows
that maximus uocabitur, the reading of St. Cyprian as well as of
St. Sechnall, was likely to give offence. Now the only MS which
retains maximus in Matt, v 19 is Wordsworth's R, the well-known
Rushworth Gospels, the Latin text of which was written by an
Irish scribe named Mac Regol, though the Anglo-Saxon gloss
was inserted when the MS was at Harewood in Yorkshire. The
fact of the survival of maximus, producing a reading which might be
misunderstood, explains why two other Irish MSS, the 'Book of
Armagh' (D) and the 'Garland of Howth' (r2), omit the clause
altogether. Cod. Usserianus (r), the leading Irish MS, is here missing.
In any case the presence of maximus in the Rushworth Gospels is an
excellent illustration of the really Irish character of its text.

F. C. BURKITT.
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